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The van has 67k miles and now I'm in the market for a new one. I really like the 34 pound seats
for easy removal when I need to take them out so I am first focussing in GM minivans. Has
nayone made the switch from the pre GMs to the redisgn? Any experience, comments? Peggy
Posts: 8. November Hi wlh! Glad to see that you've joined us in the Vans conference. I'm Peggy,
your host in this area. Although I don't have the personal experience that you're looking for, I'm
sure that someone will come along who has. Be sure to check in for an update. Juliuslaw Posts:
1. I am in the process of buying an Pontiac Transsport 4 door extended minivan. I like to hear
from the current owners' comments regarding the reliability and performance. Thank you very
much. Welcome Juliuslaw! It is nice to hear such a positive comment on the '92 Transport's
reliability from wlh. It would be great to find out if more recent purchasers of that van have had
the same experience on good reliability and performance. Hi everyone! I'm in the market for a
mini-van and have always owned pontiac's. Can anyone tell me about the new Montana's vs the
Pontiac transport. Is the only difference the all weather traction? I haven't had much of an
opportunity to get feedback from other mini-van owners. I'm only 27 with a husband and 20
month old and it seems a little yuppyish but we travel to the in-laws and turning around to take
care of the baby gets really old for three hours. We also are considering a Plymouth or Dodge
grand caravan. Info is appreciated on any thanks. JeffT Posts: 2. We are considering the 97 or
98 Pontiac Trans Sport and would be interested to hear from any current owners. Craig Posts: 1.
If anyone has any opinions about how the two cars compare, I would be grateful. Reliability,
comfort, power, handling, are important to me. Larry Posts: 2. December My family had a

Transsport for 5 years now. We travelled with two kids now 7 and The individual seats allows for
real convenient seating arrangements, especially if you bring a lot of kid supplies. I would
recommend the individual seat arrangement,. I'm looking at minivans now, in particular the
Pontiac Transport Montana. On visuals alone, it has the best looks, Chyrslers are blobs, and the
Ford is just vanilla looking. The Safari bounced us all over the road while the Pontiac handled
the rough smoothly. I still havn't driven the Chrysler's or Ford's and would be interested in
other's handling comparisons. One complaint on the Montana, why the heck do they require
dark-tint windows with some options. The whole purpose of a window is to be able to see out,
not feel like your inside a panel van! I am looking at the Chevrolet counterpart, the Venture.
Please let me know if you know different. I don't think it would be wise to compare. Not knowing
how much information you already have I thought that I would add an Edmund's link in here
which will allow you to do a little research on the various models which you mention. Not only
will you have access to articles about '98s, but you can also look into 97s for a little
comparison. Fred Posts: 1. Just bought a 97 4dr extended Montana. The Montana is just an
option pakage of the Trans Sport. Dark windows? My engineering background tells me they're
first to jack up the price a little bit and second to help the AC system keep up with the heat load
Very satisfied with the power of the 3. I like the load leveling suspension and the traction control
systems. The wife likes the set-up of the whole interior, especially with the captain's chair
seating option we got. Late year deals from the dealers trying to sell the 97s are getting good
Overall, the best van on the market right now What else do you want to know? I am looking into
a Transsport basicaly because I need 8 seats and like the power sliding door. Has this been
addressed for ? Has anyone else noticed this problem? BrianN Posts: 2. As was mentioned
earlier, the Silhoutte, Transport, and Venture are identical vans - in regard to the interior,
options, powertrain, etc They all have 8-seating options. Lousy seats Unless you go for the
Captain's chairs - but then you limit yourself to 7 seats. I am considering buying either a
Venture or Transport, but am extremely bothered by how uncomfortable the back seats are. I
just read Edmund's review of the '97 Transport and it said that is the only minivan on the market
that offers 8-passenger seating I regress! It's likely nothing has changed for ' Jamez Posts: 1.
Can the integrated child seats be moved to the back row? So I could put the younger kids in
middle and older kids in back Thanks. CPWellard Posts: 1. Consumer Reports claims that GM
raised the seats higher in the versions, and the improvement IS noticeable. I'm 6' 1" and the low,
flat seats were uncomfortable in the 97 version, and tolerable in the 98 TransSport. ALso, the
plastic looks pretty cheap, but then I'm used to Hondas, so my expectations are very high. By
the way, check out The TransSport folded up in that crash test. Also, you may want to consider
the reliability issue of the GM minivans Hope these opinions help out If there has been a history
of reliability or maintenance problems could you detail. I have found general reference as
consider "the reliability" factor but nothing specific The specifics help And I need feedback
information. I drove the Silhouette and liked its handling I'll probable test the Transport, today. I
also drove the Sienna and like the assumably Toyota reliability factor. I am in the process of
negotiating a 97 Transport SE 3 door. Has quad seating, Cd, power everything--only missing the
rear heating and air controls. The salesman says we should have them, but of course, they cost
Does that seem like a goo deal for the end of the year? Any help preferably quickly would be
greatly appreciated. NOTE:: Microsoft is having major problems with the auto-pricer. I've been
in constant contact with them and they tell me it should be fixed this week. You will not get an
accurate price on AP, trust me I know! I have never seen "GM buying power". Any refence to
"CMI" packages? Look in Kelly Bluebook Maybe this is it?? The you are referring to is in
options. Copy and paste this URL and it will get you to what I think you have. They are a bit too
short for us. I wish the went about 2" closer to my knee. See the Sienna board for more
comments. I tried. Edmunds does list these items under the options section. Hope this is of
some help. January I believe that the pricing is sufficiently complicated that it is not meant to be
simple, clearly understood or made easy to calculate Yesterday, hubby and I searched most of
the day for a van. Went to at least 5- 6 different dealerships. A van marathon search I have
narrowed it down from the Sienna to one of the GM products Chevy or Old's , based in part, on
your and other's great input and my daughter's and hubby feed back and van availability. Now,
if I can find the right price and a dealer willing to bargain on the price. This was at Browning
Oldsmobile in Cerritos, Ca.. It seems that " GM Buying Power" means that the GM corporation
has determined certain automobile and option packages pricing returns, which are suppose to
reflect a reasonable fair cost, a fair return or profit to GM, fair return to the dealer and yet also
be a fair ha- ha price to the consumer. Now, if I can find the right price and a dealer willing to
bargain. At Browning Oldsmobile in Cerritos, Ca. It seems that " GM Buying Power" means that
the GM corporation has determined certain automobile and option packages MSRP pricing and
returns, which are suppose to reflect a reasonable fair cost, a fair return or profit to GM, fair

return to the dealer and yet also be a fair ha- ha price to the consumer. The "ultimate" gist of the
message was "the prices are what they are and are non- negotiable" euphemistically referred to
as a no- hassle pricing. I wonder if all of GM is moving in this direction; first with Saturn and at
least with this Old's dealer or if this is just one non-Saturn GM dealer trying to do the Saturn
thing. The figures for base invoice price and options for the Chevy were more simple, straight
forward and came out about right. However, the Old's Silhouette had more complicated package
option offerings. I used dealer costs indicated on the internet for each of the option items
designated in two different packages offered in the GM buying power or preset packages. The
Pontiac's Transport and Montana packages are so generally vaguely described and package
offerings, so complicated, that it is impossible to relate it to an index and be certain that each
item was the same or be able to ascertain that the prices charged actually reflected the goods
obtained. Also, I could not find a complete or thorough base index of options and their costs to
use. I like the grocery receipt ticket, thank you, where each item is itemized and the price is
clearly shown. I hope that there is some alternative to this GM Buying Power thing, the package
options offering and to the non-negotiable pricing, as I don't see how they are really going to be
good for us, the consumer Also, I really don't understand how dealers can refuse to negotiate a
lower price for the automobile. SP8 Posts: 2. After driving a '94 Pontiac Transport for some
time, I have experienced very few minor problems - the biggest one being I had to replace
battery in remote. Any Chrysler or Ford drivers able to match this? Forget about Consumer
Reports biased testing. Check out how many drivers they have to test drive the many , many
cars they say they test in so short a time. Motor Week tests a few but over quite a bit of time. I
have more trust in this Town Hall Owner's report. Some of the comments in this topic are scary!
I am in the process of buying a minivan. The crash test results, consumer reports frequency of
repair records, and the list of problems that the previous "chatter" wrote about in a mile-old
Transport make me closer to the Sienna. Are experiences with the Olds Sillouette the same?
Overall we liked it. It had a powerful engine. We did, however, have many reliability problems
with it. At around 20K miles it started consuming oil at an alarming rate fixed under warranty. I
would say that on average it was in the shop for warranty work once a month. The power sliding
door is a great feature, and I am suprised that Toyota is the only other make to offer this feature.
We are looking at minivans and have test drove about all of the models. We like the Honda since
the middle window rolls down and the Pontiac for the engine and ride and traction control and
the middle windows at least crack open unlike the Caravan and Sienna. Worried about Pontiac
reliability and have read the responses above. Do you think there is variation amoung the GM
"family"? Is the Olds more reliable? Mechanically it is the same, but is there a build quality
difference? I have looked at both the Silloutte and the Montana. Clearly aimed at different
demographics. The Montana is more sporty, but not as "finished" looking inside. The leather
seats also seem nicer in the Olds. My wife likes the exterior looks of the Montana better, though.
Just bought a 98 montana three weeks ago. Love the way it drives. Have had a few problems
though. During the first week, the radio died. Since they were back-ordered, the dead radio
remained in my car. During the following two days, I had to have the van jump started
twice--seems there was a short in the radio which drained the battery. The dealer was able to fix
all the problems and so far knock on wood there have been no problems which is good
considering I only have miles on it. I have a three year lease on this vanI may be back to Volvos
in BAC Posts: 1. I had a 96 Windstar 2 Yr lease. We are now looking to buy the Transport
Montana. We looked at the 98 Windstars and although they are cheaper to buy,the Transport diff
has a nicer look. The Windstars quality in our opinion has dropped. Cup holders look and are
made cheaper. Over all the GL's quality was cheaper center console had gaps between dash
and console. Aluminum wheels aren't as nice either. Ford has just dropped a notch with quality
and apperance and lost our business and they couldn't offer 4 door access either. I am looking
for input on the Montana or Silhouette. My lease of 96 Windstar is over in March. I love the van,
never had any problems with it. It is solid and powerful. Looking for moral support or warning in
buying the above vans! Please HELP! Thank you. Dear Soodien- Thanks for your message.
Frankly, it is this type of thing that has me most concerned. I now have a mazda mpv with k on
it, and still runs well. I hate to spend money on something that will not last me a good years. I
like most of what I see in the GM products, but the reliability still has me scared. Have had no
problems in the last week I really do like the way the transport looks and drives, but I am pretty
sure I wouldn't buy it again. Just don't have that feeling of reliability I did with the volvo. Now if
Volvo could only design a car that would have enough leg room for my two almost 6 foot kids
and my 6'6" husband!!! Good luck. February We are considering the Transport after test driving
the Chevy Venture. Their main fault is you need to be a contortionist and VERY strong to adjust
the passenger side seat. They do not even have an option of an electric seat for those of us with
arthritis or are getting older every year. We will test drive the Transport tomorrow. Because of

poor service with our Mercury we are not interested in that product. Are their any thoughts on
the seat problem? Just got back from a week in Orlando. Had the pleasure of renting a 98
Transport. Only complaint: no cupholders for 2nd row. We have now decided to lease 1 of the 3
GM mini's. JRChocco Posts: 7. I belive it offers a power passender seat. If you're willing to look
at other, go look at the Chrysler Town and Country which nots only has power but heated front
seats also! MY only concern is recommend the GM vans other then reliability is the dismal
crash test performance. In the off-set crash the front dummies were basically killed. I just tend
to want my family to be safe. We are glad we obtained the 8 passenger seating because we
move children all of the time and it has been invaluable Those that are concerned about
reliability should purchase full warranty package. We did research and comparisons on this
website and the Transport was our winner! Garrylyn- It was barely number one, only one point
seperated the 4 vans. It is after all not a sports car and a family hauler. Jon "The Roaming Host".
Hi, Maybe some of you have some experience with dealers on the new 98 Transport Montana's. I
have done all my research and have come down to buying time. All the "experts" seem to say
that you can by from a dealer with out paying for those charges. Has anybody had any luck in
getting the vans or any other cars with out paying for hold back and and advertising. Hum
Posts: 2. I am the owner of a new Trans Sport. On the whole, I have been very pleased with the
car. Unfortunately, the battery was dead after miles. The dealer said that the battery was
defective and replaced. Then at miles the battery was dead again. Originally, the dealer said
they put another battery. After discussing the case with the manufacturer, the dealer later said
that the battery was not replaced, but recharged. The mileage of my is now The car is running
OK this time. I am interested to find out if any of you have any experience with any chronic
electrical problem with the Trans Sport Please help!!! March We are interested in buying the 98
Transport regular length. We were wondering which seat configuration is best for the middle to
get adults in the rear seat? Also we live in Northern Illinois and were wondering if we should
consider the rear air and heater. Our dealer said with the regular length that it wasn't necessary.
Also what color is the best for not showing dirt? Haven't you heard? These things are death
traps! The video test was a '97 Transport. Your are mixing up two independent crash tests. The
GM minivans showed a pretty good picture in frontal crash tests, but they performed extremely
poorly in offset crash tests. So its up to you what you think the odds are that you get hit offset
in a frontal crash! April Just bought a 98 Montana short base. Handles better that the Toyota in
turns. However, workmanship is lacking. Power seat trim broken already. Test drove all vans
with four doors. Power door is very handy. If you want best reliability buy the Oasis. May I
researched mini-vans and test drove several for about 2 years before deciding on the Trans
Sport with the Montana package. As you've read before, "There is no ONE best mini-van for
everyone. I picked the Pontiac over its Oldsmobile sibling primarily because of looks but also
because the seats are more comfortable. The Honda was very nice but not near enough power
and is a little two small. I didn't check the Toyota out because it too didn't have as much power
and didn't have steering wheel controls. My three year old son likes the electric door too. Check
them out. The more I drive the Trans Sport the more I like it. After a miles in three weeks I am
very proud and happy to drive this excellent vehicle for a mini-van that is. I will be ordering
running boards as soon as they are available from an after-market manufacturer. The electric
passenger rear door is great too, especially for the kid it has child safety locks. I think the
Pontiac looks much better too. I paid about a grand over invoice but cut them some slack on my
trade in. Happy hunting. SAhladas Posts: Call information and ask for the number fro 'GM
Loyalty'. Sign In or Register to comment. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get
involved, click one of these buttons! Tell everyone about your buying experience: Write a Dealer
Review. Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides.
Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. September I can only
comment from my own experience. I too had the pistons replaced around 30k miles and the
cold-start tick returned shortly thereafter Sometimes the noise is there, but most of the time it
isn't. That was k miles ago so at this point as long as it goes away in a couple minutues, I don't
worry. Still using 5W oil with minimal consumption between 4k changes. The OE rr air shock did
leak. It was next to the exhaust resonator so I cut it out and put a shield over the tailpipe at that
location. Replaced rear wheel cyl at k. There was a slight seepage but causing no problem. Still
have OE rear brake shoes. I occasionally pull a lb Coleman popup camper without problems To
be fair I did install an aux. My overall fuel econ is around but I do a lot of highway only type
driving. AC still works good at k and in AZ summers. Knowing about the lower manifold gasket
leak I changed mine around 94k. The gasket was just starting to seep. Things not on your list
that I've done include replacing the harmonic balancer. The drive pulley was misaligned to the
point the belt would fail prematurely. At miles looks like you've had your share of problems. I
generally do most of the routine maintainence on mine and do try to follow other people's

experience as a "heads-up" on what to look for. My dealership experience has been less than
favorable! I can't complain about power. Love the room and utility and everything still works. As
long as it starts we plan on keeping it. BTW I normally don't read this forum but happened to
check it. Generally only post in the triplet forum. October We have a Transport. Ran for with
absolutely no trouble. At had to replace the heads they weren't cracked yet but since the head
gasket blew I decided to replace them as they were showing surface cracks. Also replaced the
catalytic converter because it would show a catalytic efficiency fault every miles. Car now has ,
little rust and runs good. Everything still works but the radio display. It does have the lower end
noise when cold but it goes away during warm up. It has been the most reliable vehicle we have
had Ford, Hyundai and GM. AS far as the radio goes, this is the second stock radio and the LCD
display flickers and shows jibberish most of the time. No correlation between hot and cold. Any
thoughts or known fixes? I have a Montana. While steering, there is a "clicking" that can be felt
in the steering wheel. Also, there is a "crunch" or a "rumble" which also can be felt. I've had it to
the dealer 3 times - and finally I was told that there is no fix - it's something to do with the spool
valve. Called GM, and the same thing. There is a TSB on it, and I have to wait until they come up
with a fix. Meanwhile, problem is getting worse and louder. So, my van drives great so long as I
don't have to turn!!! Anyone else experienced something like this?? I am going to a good
independent mechanic now, cause I get nowhere with GM. They even told me that since there is
no fix to this problem, if I took back to dealership, they would charge me to have a look at it
again - because like I said, it's getting worse. I told GM that this is crazy because I have a
vehicle with less than 30K km's on it, and it's basically worthless. With the noise going on, I
couldn't give it away. Any advice? I have a Pontiac Montana with Transmission and many more
problems. Unless GM comes forward with a statement and some form of compensation, this will
be my last GM vehicle ever. I think they were cutting corners with poor in house part machining
quality and possible supplier management issues. In , just outside warranty and less than 50,
miles, it starting shifting rough. AAMCO is pretty good about it are willing to help and do labor
free. What happened to the cylinder honing process? Leo Grassens. November The problem is,
the owner's manual seemed to be missing. I'm wondering if anyone has an extra copy, or even
better, an electronic version of the manual. Would make it easier to be able to use all the
features of the vehicle I would also be happy with the manual of another year-model, as long as
it is more or less the same car. Thanks in advance! My 99 Montana has this same shifting hard
problem. It will shift extremely hard sometimes , and then after I stop, turn the van off, wait a
couple minutes, start it again, it is fixed Did you ever find the problem? Digital owners manuals
pdf are available for around 5 yrs back. My husband and I are the proud yeah right owners of a
Pontiac Montana. We had no trouble with this van until it got about 80, miles, then its like it just
fell apart. The first thing that went wrong was the evaporator box. That was Sept. June , the AC
stops blowing cold air, so I take it back in to see whats wrong. Its the AC again, the compressor
this time. I told them I was not spending that kind of money on that van right then, and for them
to just put some freon in it and we would see how it goes. So far so good. Then sometime
during winter , I am riding down the hwy. Nope, wheel bearing needs to be replaced. Then the
next week it does the same thing, on the same tire. I took the van back in, and they replaced it at
no charge Well, now when I turn the wheel to back out of a parking place, it makes this loud
popping noise. People in the parking lot will turn around and look at me. I dont know what this
noise is. Anyone have any ideas. As I am accelerating, the van starts to jerk, it does this when
the vehicle is shifting. Does this mean that my transmission of going to fail me now? I am
soooooooooo ready to be rid of this vehicle, but we owe more on it than what its worth. We tried
to trade it a few months ago, and the dealership only wanted to give us half of what we still owe
on it. Apparently they know its a piece of crap too!!!! Takes alot of resistance before door will go
back. Be careful with the door around kids. Claires Chicago area Posts: 1, You can find a list of
the TSBs for your model here: Edmunds. December Hi, new member, first post. I got a great
deal on a '99 Montana extended this past summer. Has k miles, already had the manifold
problem fixed before I got it, and it has run great now for six months. During the summer, we
had a few problems with the back hatch handle seeming to not engage, but it would always
work on the 2nd or 3rd try. Now that cold weather snapped last week, it does not engage, so we
cannot open the door. Anyone heard of this? If I got the car in a warm garage for a while, would
it possibly work again, so I could open the door and perhaps grease something? Or has some
cable snapped? Arg-- if it only had a button or switch up front to release it, we could live with it
for a while I am between jobs right now and can't afford costly repairs. Any help appreciated.
That lower end noise you're experiencing is due to what's call unskirted pistons. Older engine
manufacturing used skirted pistons to keep uniformity of the piston inside the cylinder as it
moved up and down. The manufacturers decided to go unskirted to lower the reciprocating
mass and simply to reduce weight internally of the engine. The stroke up and down travel of the

piston is shorter in the newer engines and don't necessarily need skirts. As the engine gains
heat, you gain expansion As for the radio freaking out on the display, it's the display going bad.
Even the dealers don't replace a radio with a brand new one These radios have issues. I just
found this site while doing some research I bought a Pontiac Montana used in April of this year.
Since I bought it the following has happened For the last 2 days its been overheating took it in
said I needed new thermostat Any suggestions on what I should do? Were there any recalls on
this van for things like this? There are people who have posted on this forum that have had
minimal trouble, but for the most part, things dont sound good for the old Pontiac Montana. We
had to take ours in to the shop a few weeks ago, see my above post and something is wrong
with our tranmission. A TCC or something like that, also having to have on of the gaskets
replaced. Right here at Christmas, how lovely. The man that owns the shop where our van was
fixed says that he sees these Montanas in there all the time. He said he had three in there in one
week. Two needing new tranmissions and one needing a new motor. He said that the Montanas
are just not good vehicles. The resale value on these things are bad too. We tried to trade ours
back during the summer, and they only wanted to give us half of what we owed. Anyway, I hope
that you have all your problems resolved with your van. Its a shame that these vans have so
many issues and problems, its really a cute van. Next time, however, Im buying a Honda! Oh,
and last night my van did something it hasnt done before. I was waiting to go in to a store last
night, but I was waiting for a friend to join me, so I shut the van off and turned the key back to I
could still hear the radio, and my warning light thingy the place that lights up that tells you low
fuel, door ajar, ect What was that all about? It didnt do it when it was cranked up and running.
Hi, 99transportonr, I've moved your post to the Montana Transmission Issues discussion, where
you may be more likely to get an answer. Hope you get this figured out soon I have a Pontiac
Trans Sport V6 it has on it. This problem was their when i looked at it but i assumed tune up or
something simple. The problem is that when you reach about mph mostly up hill ut will chug. It
is a hard nocking in pull and if you push it down forceing it into passing gear it will run fine. I
had like 3 tranny guys bet their job that it wasnt the problem. I did a tune-up, mass air flow
sensror helped but not it , throttle Position sensor, and fuel filter. The fuel pump was replaced
before i purchased it so i didn't think that it was it. I hope that someone can help me, i hate to
get rid of it because it is in really good shape. If as you state the vehicle operates normaly when
its not under a heavy load at low rpm, i. This is a known issue with 3. Good luck. The display
also has two plugs that must be removed from inside the radio. But the repair is not simply a
bulb replacement - the display must be replaced. So it has to be sent off to a repair facility for
replacement with a repaired unit. See the dealer. I posted a message early and already got a
reply. But i just wanted to add the latest findings. Just yesterday i was checking my fluids like
have to do every other day and found a strong smell of gas in the oil. The smell was so strong
you could smell it like 10 feet from the van. I don't know if this will change your thought on the
problem. I was thinking maybe fuel injector. Please help i am getting desperate. I also have a 94
Grand Prix that is dieing so i need this van. I had a Transport Montana, and it was the worst
vehicle I ever owned. We nicknamed it Elmer, because we had to carry a tube of glue to glue the
parts back on as they fell off. We live in New Mexico, and travel a lot on rough dirt mountain
trails. The Pontiac was worthless. We actually stopped one time to walk around the van and see
if anything had fallen off. It developed a horrible tappet noise at , miles I poured some chemicals
in it to shut it up, and promptly drove it to the dealer to trade it off! Lost a lot of money on that
piece of crap, too. Went back to the Ford Aerostar, which is an indestructible tank. Will drive it
forever. January I just wanted to double check. I also heard and was wondering if it has
anything with the boch? I don't have the money to do a tune up right now but i will try. March
This time not as major as the other ones. I was wondering if anyone knew anything about
window problems. My drivers side window only sometimes goes down and it is hard getting it
closed again. I thought it was the motor but recently my passenger window won't go up. I think
it is the window buttons on the drivers side. However i saw there is a thing called a Window
Regulator. Please can anyone tell me what part it is. I don't know if you are still checking this
message board but I have been trying to fight with Gm over the paint on my silhouttesame thing
as a montana. It started to mildly bubble at 3 years-they said I was past my warranty. Now it is
doing it all over the hood. I have met strangers in parking lots with the same problem. This is
crazy. April Had a similar problem GM dealer repainted it. The paint came off. We discovered the
dealer failed to primeer before the painting, so they did it again, and failed to primer it again!
This happened 3 times. I gave up on the dealed. I'm sick of GM crap! May I have a 98 Pontiac
Transport with K on it and occasionally the check engine light comes on. The only code
showing is P which is Catalytic Efficiency. This happened this summer and I replaced the
catalytic converter and it stopped for about 6 months. It has started back up, coming on every
miles or so. Suspect that the next thing to replace would be the post converter O2 sensor but

was looking for any guidance. I will probably never sell the van so if I remove the converter dont
live in a state with smog check , will that stop the check engine light or will it now continue to
report catalytic efficiency problems because the converter is gone. By the way, this has been a
very good car. Other than warped intake gasket at k and blown head gasket at K, it has rock
solid. I have a similar problem with LCD display, two radios now have experience the same
problem. It appears to be heat related, when its cold, the display works fine. I have heard its a
design problem with that particular radio, anyone have further insight or ways to resolve the
problem. No worth replacing the radio but a cheap, easy fix would be appreciated if someone
knows of one. Had the same problem with our Removed the gate panel and greased the
mecanism and it works fine now. Used WED40 and sprayed the mechanism and as much of the
cable as possible. The panel is held on by plastic inserts which may break when you pull them
off. YOu can get a set of inserts at the dealer if they break. The same ones are used on door
panels as well. I have a 98 and the lower two speeds on the blower motor do not work, is this a
result of the resistor being bad or is it something else? Our 98 had the same problem which was
result of blown head gasket. After repair, it did the same thing until I bled the air out of the
cooling system. I did not drive it so I dont know if it had loss of power but it definitely had
spikes in temperature. Have been driving it for 12K miles with no problems after bleeding air
from coolant system. Fryman, My fan had exactly the same symptoms; after I replaced the
blower motor resistor it worked fine! Thanks, I will try the replacement of the resistor assembly.
I'm working on my Dad's Montana. It has an intermittent starting problem. One day it starts and
runs just fine time after time, the next day it will start and die time after time after just a second
or two of running. Has anyone dealt with this problem before? I've troubleshot the fuel system
and it seems to be working fine with plenty of pressure. Any help would be appreciated. June
Hi, Rear hatch on Montana won't unlock. Only way that I can see to unlock is with power door
locks. No key access on rear hatch. Is there a way to "unlock" the door from inside the vehicle if
I crawl back there or is there a way to remove the plastic panel with the hatch closed so I can
get to the lock mechanism to see what is happening? Or am I making this more complicated
than it is which I have a tendency to do Thanks for any responses. July I realize this is long after
the fact but my drivers window would go down but then stay down. The idiot that designed this
probably got some kind of award for saving the company money. No wonder the U. The oil
pump quit and I had to replace the engine. As usual you should pay to have the vehicle checked
by a reputable mechanic. I had the same problem on my The track that the window follows gets
bent easily. Also the lining that seals the window got clogged up in the track and caused my
problem. The fan is blowing and is blowing out of everywhere but the vents. Could this be a
vacuum hose problem??? I have checked the fuses and they are all OK. August The last month,
when driving , the car picks up momentum like someone floored the gas. Wondering if it could
be a cruise control problem.. It's a , and we havent had many issues with it. Still looks like new
I'm having a similar problem on a montana, only the condensor has blown out at 50, miles and
65, miles. There is some problem with the closed system in the car that increases pressure.
Purchased a Montana brand new with extended warranty and "babied" it through 80, miles with
numerous problems such as: 1. Head casket replaced after three years. Fuel pump replaced
after two years. Front tierods last year Constant smell of "Dexcool" coolant. Replaced solenoid
in transmision in March Van still accelerating roughly with poor acceleration even with using
premium unleaded fuel. Replaced brakepads three time sand rotors twice with normal driving
and no abuse. Constant ticking sound when running especially when warming up. All servicing
and repairs done by GM dealership where Montana was purchased. I finally "blew-up" at the
dealership when the repeated fuel gauge problem developed this spring. I thought the
dealership was calling to recitify the problem at no cost. Alas it was a salesman trying to sell me
an Acadia or Enclave telling me the service department had told him I would be in the market for
a new vehicle soon. Fed up ai just purchased a Highlander Ltd. I ordered it in May and just
picked it up with the Canada wide launch on August 2nd. I had a lot of expensive problems with
a Caprice Classic purchased new in Will never consider a GM product again. I am sure the
Acadia, Enclave and Saturn Outlook will have a host of reliability problems in the next few years
despite often glowing reviews as models being touted as "turning" GM around. I advise others
considering buying the GM Lambada crossovers to be aware of reliability reputation of GM
vehicles. Canuck Replaced brakepads three times and rotors twice with normal driving and no
abuse. Fed up I just purchased a Highlander Ltd. I advise others considering buying the GM
Lambada crossovers to beware of the reliability reputation of GM vehicles. Correction to my
posting. The model was discontinued in You've got it, replace the 02 sensor that is inbetween
the exhaust manifold and the cat. Don't know why but that 02 sensor fails about every 10k
miles. Once it goes bad, it tells the computer to up the fuel mixture. Since the fuel is rich, your
exhaust gas temperature goes up a lot. It will eventually just melt your cat and plug the whole

exhaust system. How do you get to those plugs on the rear of the engine? Can you do it from a
lift or do you have to rotate the engine? Also, I've been having the problem where I keep getting
a low coolant light on. I fill the coolant, and then it happens again within 3 months. I know about
problems this thing can have, but I haven't found coolant in the oil anytime I've changed it, at
least I don't find any as far as I know. For your coolant loss, in absense of any obvious leaks,
have checked to see if intake manifold gaskets are leaking? Its a pretty common problem and
will cause troubles if not corrected. Sign In or Register to comment. Founded in , it was also the
first online forum for people to gather and talk about their Pontiacs. Since then, it has become
the mecca of Pontiac technical data and knowledge that no other place can surpass. Cold Case
Radiators is a Max Performance company that produces high end aluminum performance
radiators at a price point that won't break the bank. Polished and stamped tanks. Lifetime
Warranty. Visit Site! Remember Me? If this is your first visit, be sure to check out the FAQ by
clicking the link above. You may have to register before you can post: click the register link
above to proceed. To start viewing messages, select the forum that you want to visit from the
selection below. Forum Threads Posts Last Post How to Subscribe to the Pontiac Journal Click
here to subscribe and read about all of the benefits that come along with your subscription.
Here's a sneak peek of what each issue of the Pontiac Journal has to offer. PY Newsletter - July
PY Online Parts Lookup. A gathering place. Introductions, sports, showin' off your ride,
birthday-anniversary-milestone, achievements, family oriented humor. Nevermind collector cars
Today AM. Aluminum brake drums. COM info. GTO with 19" Wheels. Post a 'current'
compliment, suggestion or issue with regard to an Ames service or product. Ames shipping
good! Yesterday PM. Any NON-Pontiac related item you want to buy-sell-trade or giveaway!
Sources, Compliments and Grievances in regard to Pontiac parts or services rendered by an
individual or business. Mach Development- Thumbs up. Looking for Warwick Blue Ask
questions about the features and functions of the Forums. Woodward Ave, Silver Bullit This is a
private password protected forum. Members say what they feel and don't hold back. Some may
find the contributions very inapropriate, insulting, hateful, rude and racist. The owners and
administration of PY do not participate, endorse or agree with the postings contained within but
allow it in order to confine such controversial subjects to one area to preserve the integrity of
the main Pontiac forums. Events that normally draw audiences from more than a 10 state range.
PYPES show. Any Atlanta meetings going on? June 12, Indy Car Truck Are there still any
Pontiac General questions that don't fit in any other forum. Removing water based deck JW
Bellhousing. Boosted Bandit Build Thread. Cooling system holding Yesterday AM. My Doug's
Adapt Pontiac Valve Covers to Radio and 8 track player If your question can help other year
Pontiac owners, then list it in one of the "General Tech" forums. What tempest projects are you
Reproduction Gas Tank Sending Got a few more "back in the Over Head Cam projects,
questions and advice. Differences in ohc 6 water Where Do These Two Plastic Refitting the
Trannie bolts. X code trim tags Looking For Header Click this link to check it out. Anyone here
own the 20th Interior needed. Mallet Solstice and Sky Door won't unlock OK, so who's door
panels Aren't cracked?! WS-6 Aftermarket Hood. Transmission upgrade. Exhaust systems, cat
backs, headers, custom work. Looking for a picture of Keeping the Pontiac name alive on the
track. Launch RPM. The Dreaded LT1 Optispark. Sub-Frame Connectors. New never Everything
that goes on inside the GTO. Dash related, Upholstery related, Console related, etc. Replacing
door speaker cover. SAP stuff, styling, hoods, and spoilers oh my! LS engine tech center. Get
the most out of your car here. GTO KN filter? Exhaust systems, headers, Pype Bombs, custom
work. GTO Exhaust Manifolds. Considering GTO Purchase Electrical issues with the engine,
interior, radios, gauges, etc Sway bars, springs, coil overs, shocks, etc. Rack and pinion. Trim,
dash, console related, etc. Unintended Ignition Key Can I make a 2. V6 G8 Pypes Axle Back.
Current G8 Record Holder Common electrical problems that go on in the G8. Looking for a New
Yaw Sensor Sway bars, springs, lowering kits, handling, etc. HR Lowering Springs. G8 parts for
sale. Just Performance, non-stock, trailers, tools and related accessories here. WTB Air cleaner
base non WTB Stock Std. Bore Piston. WTB Dealer Presentation The parts in here have already
been sold. The topics will be kept for a few months for reference. WTB Catalina. The cars in here
have already been sold. The topics will be kept for a few months for referance. Threads: ,,
Posts: 3,,, Members: 53, All times are GMT The time now is AM. Cold Case Radiators Cold Case
Radiators is a Max Performance company that produces high end aluminum performance
radiators at a price point that won't break the bank. Contact Us Home. Join us now! Mark
Forums Read. How to Subscribe to the Pontiac Journal Click here to subscribe and read about
all of the benefits that come along with your subscription. Pontiac Journal Here's a sneak peek
of what each issue of the Pontiac Journal has to offer. General Forums. Industry Stuff new
repro's, updates, other info. Aluminum brake drums by gtospieg PM. Ames Customer
Satisfaction Forum Post a 'current' compliment, suggestion or issue with regard to an Ames

service or product. Members Helping Members help Buying a non Pontiac item, transportation
help, Handy-man advice, directions, vacation ideas, places to dine, ebay and generally anything
you think might help other members. Pontiac Business Entities Exchange Sources,
Compliments and Grievances in regard to Pontiac parts or services rendered by an individual or
business. Missing Pontiacs, Parts or Trailers Include lost or stolen items here. National Events
Events that normally draw audiences from more than a 10 state range. Pontiac - Street No
question too basic here! Pontiac - Race The next Level. Electrical Tech. X code trim tags by
starlightblack Yesterday AM. Interior needed by newmexguy AM. Other models Pontiac Tech.
Transmission upgrade by Tommo99 AM. Sub-Frame Connectors by jonathonar89 PM. Replacing
door speaker cover by AntonioReema AM. Rack and pinion by badass PM. PY Welcomes G8
owners. G8 Interior Tech interior tech discussion. G8 Exterior Tech hoods, spoilers, carbon
fiber trim, etc. G8 Engine Tech LS motorheads unite! G8 Transmission Tech Automatic or
Manual trans tech help. G8 Exhaust Tech Exhaust systems, headers, custom work. G8 Race
Tech This ain't your ordinary 4 door. G8 Electrical Tech Common electrical problems that go on
in the G8. G8 Suspension Tech Sway bars, springs, lowering kits, handling, etc. G8 parts for
sale by jray1 PM. Big Pontiacs incl. Threads: ,, Posts: 3,,, Members: 53, Welcome to our newest
member, derek. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these
buttons! Tell everyone about your buying experience: Write a Dealer Review. Howdy, Stranger!
Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse
Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. March My sienna was showing the same symptoms. I
found the solution in Sequoia forum where Wwest has suggested to just top off your brake fluid.
In my case the brake fluid was below minimum. I filled it up and there is no more parking brake
light, Traction off and VSC off lights! Check your brake fluid. My Montana's automatic
transmission started failing at 30,KM 18, miles It was driving sluggishly in the lower gears and
made whirling sounds when idling. The whirling sound was more prevalent when the van was
idling on an incline. Dealer found substantial filings when transmission case was opened up.
They said "they do about 15 tranys a week and it will get fixed right". I was fortunate to have
extended warranty. Reading on the Internet about my problem I found my situation is not
isolated. The Montana has been the only domestic car I have bought in the last 20 years. I will
be trading it away after the repair and look forward to buying a maintenance free Japanese
vehicle again. I hate to kick you when you are down but there is no such thing. As for your
transmission, GM makes about the best in the biz. Did your transmission get replaced or was it
just fixed? Filings in the case are normal, but they are unusual in high numbers on lower
mileage. I had this problem and apparently it is fairly common. In my case the problem was in
the connector for the right rear tail light assembly. The connector was cooked. The cause was
the ground wire connection which is common to a lot of circuits and it was getting hot resulting
in the connector body actually melting. I have been told this is caused by the O2 sensor. If that
is so why don't I aso get a code for the sensor? I'm south of you in U. Ran fine in the snow
heater doesn't put out to well, I flushed my system in fall and van doesn't run very warm
anymore not even on hot days. Pot holes ripping apart my front end of course it's just a
bonniville suspension in a van so I guess it's to be expected. I had this problem and it turned
out to be a connector in the right tail light. There is a ground common on one of the pins that is
common to a lot of circuits and it was cooked. Replaced the connector and no more problem
alex. I have a Montana that was purchased new a year ago,it's got 14, miles on it. Recently
there's been a whistling noise coming from it sounds like the windshield supports. It sounds
like wind noise. Anybody else heard this in their van?? Any help would be appreciated. This
morning while driving - hit a bump in road and the ABS light on dash comes on - it is not
flashing but steadily on Except for light - no noticable symptoms. Any ideas what might be the
cause? Thanks in advance! Wish me luck! Here in Canada and heading to the dealer tomorrow
morning, just noticed oil in the dex cool on my Montana on Friday, only have 66, Kms. Looks
like I've gotten bitten by the famous "plastic intake manifold gasket". Hope the info I have read
on the web about GM Canada covering almost all the charges for the repair here in Canada are
true! I will be interested in how you make out with GM. How this, replying to my own message.
Got the intake gasket fixed yesterday, at first my local pontiac dealer told me, "your not the
original owner, GM won't touch the repair". Get this though, the other night I had called GM
Canada and told them what I thought the problem was, he took my name and number and said
bring it in and get a diagnosis. He called me back yesterday an hour after bringing the van home
and said GM said they would cover the repair, told him thanks for the call, already done, had the
aftermarket warranty, thanked him for the courteous reply and the return call. I guess the deal,
at least her in Canada, call GM, don't believe the local dealer and what they say. GM Canada was
going to cover it for me. April What year is your Montana? That said, it's mostly the earlier
models that have the problems. Great news though. Had this problem last year on our 99

Montana ext Other symptoms included the sound of the ABS system activating when backing
up and turning sharply like leaving a parking spot. A tire dealer said the wire leading to the
wheel speed sensor was damaged, but an attempt to repair it didn't solve the problem. It turned
out that the wheel speed sensor in one of the front hubs was faulty. Not a cheap repair,
unfortunately, as the moving part of the hub assembly must be replaced. But it worked and it
was a good investment to get the ABS system back. I love this forum for all the information from
those helpful and enthusiastic folks. My Montana of km was found leading coolant and oil
traces appearing in the coolant reservoir. The dealership agreed to cover the cost of replacing
the intake manifold gasket they believe it worth CAD , while telling me that 2 of the cylinder
heads need to be replaced for CAD They believe that the cylinder head replacement is not a
consequential damage of the coolant leak. Many thanks. Hi I am going thru the same kind of
thing. On Dec. In addition I told him I was loosing antifreeze and I could smell it and taste it as I
parked the van. The GM Authorized Dealer told me is was due to the intake manifold gaskets
leaking and a clogged injector. After spending I took it back the next day because they were
closed at this time and he said it looks like the water pump went now. I went back and told them
this and they said it was because the water pump went and splashed antifreeze over the engine.
I wasn't happy with that answer but that was it from them. Now it happened again and 1st
Goodyear told me and now the same dealer is telling me that the Head Gasket is gone and even
that I have been complaining about it all along and involved GM in it from December the Dealer
is saying it has nothing to do with the work they did and said it will cost So as for one not being
related to the other,I feel it was always there and they failed to diagnose it correctly. I never got
rid of the smell and did have to add coolant to the overflow after the time it was "fixed". Any
thoughts? I have a '98 Trans Sport with k miles. With my check engine light on, my temp gauge
pegged out, then dropped back. It did this in a cycle just this past Saturday. I took it in today and recevied the bad news that it was the head gasket The tests they ran multiple to confirm
indicated that the coolant and oil were mixing indicating an internal leak - nothing external. This
was all done at a dealership, one I respect and have worked on my van for a couple of years
now. Prior to this news I have had no engine problems with the van. I recently purchased an 03
Montana that started it's life out in Quebec. I've heard various mentions of an extended
powertrain warranty on this board. Does anyone know when GM started doing this?? Was it
free? Did it carry over to used buyers? What are the terms? I'm not sure about the but there
should be a warranty card with your owner's manual. If not, call GM Canada. Numbers are on
their site. I have a Montana. When I signal to turn left the signal flasher flashes quicker than it
should, but only when brake is applied. When checking by pushing hazard button the flashing
goes back to normal which is what I have been told means that the signal switch is bad. Vehicle
runs fine and lights are not on all the time. When they do come on they are not on the next time
vehicle is stopped, then started. Has anyone else ever had this problem? Will it eventually affect
normal operation of the vehicle? Thanks :confuse: :mad:. Sounds high. I would get another
opinion. May be able to get a used one from a wrecker also. Claires Chicago area Posts: 1,
Someone there may have had the same problem you're experiencing. Thanks to those who
responded. The left hand turn signal on the front of the van - the bulb and the connecter were
loose, so I replaced the bulb and that fixed it. I could also hear a distant humming sound. Gets
louder as it gets worse. There are sensors on these bearings. They can be expensive. Both of
mine were replaced for Good news. Typical rip off attempt. May Good afternoon. I'm having this
problem also on a Montana. I'm quadriplegic in wheelchair from multiple sclerosis. I just want to
make sure. The car won't give me any problems on a small vacation. Please write back. I have
the same problem, my ABS dashboard light goes on from time to time it stays on for a while
then disapears, i made an appointment with my garage today to see what was the problem but it
went off before I even got there, they told me to bring my car to the garage anytime it goes on
again, so that they can immediately plug in the diagnostic tool to get the exact error message to
fix this problem, the ABS warning light must be on when they plugin the diagnostic tool I will
keep you posted, keep me posted if you get any news on your end. Took it to a certified
mechanic and he says I need the compressor replaced new rubber washer seal kit. He says I got
a really bad freon leak. Says Pontiacs are known for this? Anyone else experience this? Holy
cow! I mean I am frustrated because we only have 56, miles on the van and only used the air
conditioning 4 years in the summer. But of course the warranty has expired! Really not liking
GM built vehicles right now. Yestery I got a can of refrigerent at walmart and found a big leak at
right lower front on the battery side. It left a big puddle of greasy greenish oil on the drive. Too
hard to see exactly what I might be able to repair myself, but looks like a simple thing - I bet the
dealer would say it is the whole compressor or some other scamming lie. Try running a can of
stuff in yours to see where the leak is. I wonder if it is in the same place. The mechanic said that
the leaking was at the compressor level. So I ordered a new compressor and going to swap

myself. My uncle is a auto mechanic so I can borrow the tools needs to recharge the system.
Thanks for th reply. After a while the lights stayed on. When I had the service guy check the
codes he said it had 8 codes and could probably take days to find out out exactly whats wrong.
If it is the computer it would be very expensive. I want to find out if I can shut the warning lights
off. I know I have brakes, I just don't want the annoying warning lights on anymore. Does
anybody know how to shut them off? This a problem pretty much described in posts and I do
have some additional information. I accidently stumbled onto when the vehicle was up on jacks.
Not all the time but a couple of times when the transmission was selected to any gear, the front
brakes would intermittently stop the wheels from spinning and then release. When the engine
was accelerated in this condition the van would shake and the front wheels only turned very
slowly. Then when what ever it was quit malfunctioning everything functioned normal. That
leaves a lot of parts to eliminate. Is there anyone out there that has experienced this problem
and could help me correct problem or narrow down my search. My Montana appears to have
some sort of malfunction in it's electrical system or computer. The "idiot lights" keep coming on
and going off. Only one of them seem to have any effect on how it runs. That would be the
"check engine" light. Is this electrical as in relays or is it computer? I am really getting fed up
with the electrical problems that this Van has. Please email reply to me. The passenger's switch
does not open the window but will close it once open. Would this be a passenger's side switch
problem? What is the process to change a power window switch Thanks dalerd. I had similar
problem with my 99 montana. After pursuing it with the dealer and GM canada they admitted
that there is a service bulletin for the manifold gasket problem. I did a lot of internet surfing
about this antifreeze leaking into the engine because of the dexcool rotting the gasket. It is a
serious problem that many owners are complaining about. I guess I was lucky my bill wasn't as
big as some others , but I am having problems with sensors on ABS, TCS, and airbags, as well
as premature wearing of brake rotors, etc June Hi I own a Montana , about two to three months
ago while driving in the highway it shut down by itself, we had to push it to the side, it started
again five to ten minutes later. Then about a month ago it shut itself again and now it won't
start, whe changed the gas pump and gas filter, checked the sparks, everything seems to be
good. We are pretty sure that it's an electric problem, we took it to the dealer and the dealer did
not find the problem. Hi I Had a similar problem with a 94 chev lumina van.. It was the pick-up
coil under the dist cap. My van would shut off and not start. Hope this helps. Alvin New
Brunswick. I can turn the speed control up, I hear the fan speed increase but the output does
not. The odd part is also that there really is no heat either being produced in the air that is
coming out. I checked all of the fuses O. Thought about the heater core, but why the diminished
air flow output, when I can clearly hear the fans working. Anyone else with this issue? Thanks
for any response. I have a montana and the clutch on the compessor is not engaging. I had the
problem very close to this. The problem is an overheat problem in the tail lamp assembly. If you
pull the connecter off you will probably see heat damage in the female plug assy and pulling out
the brake bulb may be heat damage there. You can replace the "card" in the taillight assy which
is really the sockets and bus assy. I changed it myself. A friend of mine has a Montana and had
to do the same thing. The male terminals on the card were all aluminum on the old one but the
brakelight and another one on the new one were copper coated maybe so this might be a fix for
better conduction and less heat there. When you light are blinking real fast with the brake
pushed all the lights back there are doing really weird stuff, nothing is right. Hope this helps
Pnut. Try posting your questions there as well. Thank you for the tip. I had this exact same
problem last week. I did the same things you did, checking all the fuses and the diodes. But
everything looked good, so I took it to my mechanic. The mechanic says the clutch does not
engage because the refrigerant mixed with the oil. If the clutch would engage without oil, it
would destroy itself. You have no refrigerant mix in your system, so the clutch will not engage.
So I have a big leak somewhere and have to take it in again. BTW it's 90 degrees and very humid
today. My van is a Montana with 62, miles. Keep me posted on what's wrong with yours and
we'll compare notes! Thanks for the info. Have yet to decide on if I will fix it or not I took it into a
local mechanic and he recharged it and added a UV dye to check for leaks. It worked
immediatley but stopped working the next day. Would this be covered under my warranty? I
bought it from the local Pontiac in with the balance of the facotry warranty It currently has 61,
miles on it and everyone I talked too can't believe the compressor is shot already. Any
comments are appreciated. I have a Montana and the carpeting is wet on the passenger side any
idea what it might be. I think it might be the condensation tube is stopped up. Thanks for any
help you can give me. That truly sucks that your compressor
2010 camaro parts catalog
2007 ford expedition owners manual
e92 328i

is bad. I would expect it to go at , miles. My Montana 63, miles got the UV dye and stopped
working 5 days later. I have yet to take it in to determine the problem. Unless you purchased an
extended warranty from that local dealer, the factory GM warranty is done at 3 years or 36,
miles. The brake lights on my 98 Trans Sport quit working. The upper light in the middle of the
rear window still works, but the two associated with the 4 bulb assemblies one on each side
don't work. The bulbs illuminate when the headlights are on, however, when the brakes are
applied the lights don't change, i. Is there an easy fix for this? Thanks for your help. The cruise
control on my 98 Trans Sport just quit working. The van has no reaction when you turn the
switch for the cruise control "on" or when you try to engage it by pressing the "set" button. Is
this a rip-off or will he really need to take the steering column apart, etc? Again, I'm guessing
there is no "easy fix". Sign In or Register to comment.

